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Editorial
Dear Porsche Club Presidents,
Dear Porsche Club Members,

The team of the worldwide Porsche Club Coordination

Porsche is celebrating its 60th anniversary. 60 years ago to the day, the foundation was laid for the family-run company. The first Porsche prototype with
chassis number 356-001 was awarded
its on-road licence on the 8th June,
1948. “I looked around but could not
find my dream vehicle. So I decided to
build it myself”, explained Ferry
Porsche. This hands-on, pioneering approach remains part of the company philosophy to the present day.
This tradition is being demonstrated
once again in time for the anniversary.
The next generation of the model series
911 was launched on 5th July. The pioneering approach in the early days is still
the inspiration behind the new 911 Carrera models today. The new models with
classic rear drive are characterized by
even higher driving dynamics through a
completely newly developed six-cylinder
Boxer engine with 3.6 and 3.8 litre capacity offering up to 13% less fuel consumption and a 15% reduction in CO2
emissions.

“There’s always room for improvement”,
has been the motto of Porsche engineers for 45 years in their efforts to develop and improve the wide variety of
the 911 models. And our customers really appreciate this approach and remain
true to the “911” family through all
stages of evolution.
In this edition of Porsche Club News, we
will focus on the “60th Anniversary of
the Porsche Sports Car”. The reports
contain a wealth of interesting information on the history of the Porsche company, as well as an overview of all model
series over the past 60 years. And your
favourite Porsche jewel is sure to be
among them.
Porsche Club News is a medium open to
Porsche Clubs all over the world and is
your international stage. It transcends
all boundaries and offers your Porsche
Club the opportunity to exchange information with other Clubs, report on your
Club events or issue invitations. Take advantage of this opportunity and use

Porsche Club News as an advertising
and communication medium. In this edition, for example, Porsche Club RheinMain is taking the opportunity to invite
Clubs to a driver training event at the
Nürburgring racing circuit. Did you know
that Porsche Club Estonia only has to
travel 300 km to take part in a factory
tour? O.k., so the tour is held in
Uusikaupunki and not Zuffenhausen,
which lies 2,100 km from Porsche Club
Estonia. For more information, read the
reports from page 36. Why not let the
worldwide Club community share in your
events and experiences and enhance
the Porsche Club News with your announcements and reports.
Porsche Club News is now distributed
via E-mail to all Club Presidents all over
the world. Make sure that all your Club
members have access to Porsche Club
News by sending it via E-mail to as many
members as possible and by directing
them to the Porsche Club Coordination
homepage.
Use this medium to live the Porsche
Club community. We look forward to reports from all over the world and wish
you continued success and enjoyment in
carrying out your Club activities.

Your
Worldwide Porsche Club Coordination
Team
Sandra Mayr
Alexander E. Klein
Anne Philipp
Mathias Menner
Paul Gregor
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In-house business:

Porsche Club News on the Web:

To make it easier for us to produce the Porsche Club News, we ask you to let us
have your contributions by E-mail. Please attach text contributions as a Word file. We
prefer you to save your pictures in Tiff format, otherwise in JPEG format (minimum
resolution 300 dpi, at an actual size of at least 13 cm width, as RGB or CMYK).
Make sure there is no “pixelation” in the pictures and do not save the pictures as
indexed colours (Web colour scale). We regret that we cannot process Word files or
Powerpoint presentations containing embedded images to printable quality.

The latest Porsche Club News and the
archived back issues from issue 1/99
are available on the Internet under:
www.porsche.com

Your editorial team

Your team at Porsche Club Coordination:
Sandra Mayr
Alexander E. Klein
Anne Philipp
Mathias Menner
Paul Gregor

Editorial:
Anne Philipp, Club Coordination
Layout and design:
Büro Linientreu
Büro für Gestaltung, Stuttgart

Publication dates:
5 times a year
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1. News from Porsche AG
60th Anniversary of the Porsche Sports Car

Made in Germany:
The Porsche Success Story
Porsche celebrates its anniversary. Exactly 60 years ago the cornerstone
was laid for the family-operated industrial company, whose rise from modest beginnings to become one of the most important sports car manufacturers in the world no one back then would have ever foreseen.

On June 8, 1948 a new chapter in automobile history began. For on this day,
the first Porsche prototype with the vehicle identification number 356-001 received its official approval and homologation for road service. “It all started
when I began looking around and just
could not find my dream car. So I decided to build it myself”, said Ferry
Porsche – and to this day, this genius
and pioneering spirit has shaped the
philosophy of the company.
However, in the past six decades,
Porsche has not only experienced

peaks, but also troughs. Yet thanks to
efficient production methods, clear
branding and innovative models, such
as the 356 and the 911, Boxster and
the Cayenne, the once small sports car
specialist quickly transformed into one
of the most successful and profitable
automobile manufacturers in the world.
When Wiedeking took over management in 1992, Porsche had reached
the peak of its most serious economic
crisis ever. The company was in danger
of losing its most valuable asset – its independence. Porsche was suddenly

Ferry Porsche (centre), his father Ferdinand Porsche (right) and Erwin Komenda (left)
in 1948 in front of the 356 No. 1 in Gmünd
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ripe for takeover. The situation had to
be handled immediately. And the shareholder families Porsche and Piëch told
the Board that they would lend their
support.
Wiedeking and his Board colleagues
not only had the Boxster produced, but
also brought about the company’s turnaround through other economic measures. Under the generic terms “lean
management” and “lean production”,
new organizational and production
workflows were introduced and the
company’s hierarchy and process
structures were reorganized from top
to bottom. It did not take long for the internal efforts to improve productivity
and the newly developed model line to
have a positive impact. As early as
1995, Porsche was back in the black
and began to assume a leading position
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by breaking new revenue, sales and
earnings records annually.
Not only the balance sheet, but also the
reputation of the Porsche brand reflects the company’s exceptional position. For the fifth time in a row, top German managers from all industries selected Porsche AG as the company with
the best image in a survey from “manager magazin”. The prestigious quality
study “Initial Quality Study” of the American research institute J.D. Power
ranked Porsche in first place for the
second time. And the J.D. Power “Appeal” Study confirmed that the
Stuttgart-based sports car manufacturer had, for the third time in a row,
been ranked by American customers
as the most appealing brand.

356 A Coupé, MY. 1956 and a 356 Speedster, MY. 1955 in Stuttgart, press photo
1956 (top). Engine installation in a Porsche 356 B (bottom)

Over these 60 years, Porsche has
worked very hard to achieve this special image, mainly through its most varied innovations and also, in particular,
in the area of environmental protection.
Porsche engineers are never satisfied
with only meeting current environmental regulations passed by lawmakers. It
has always been their goal to exceed
them. Porsche vehicles should also set
an example when it comes to environmental protection. So, as early as
1966, the first authorized emissions
test in Europe was performed using a
911. Not long after, a separate department was established that also tested
the emission values from vehicles produced by other manufacturers.
Porsche develops new technologies
not just to improve driving features, but
also to continuously optimize the cars
for environmental sustainability. In the
last 15 years, Porsche has succeeded
in reducing the fuel consumption in its
new cars, and thereby also CO2 emis-
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Former German Chancellor Gerhard
Schröder once said: “Porsche is a
model for Germany.” By this, he was
not only referring the company’s engineering ingenuity which the company
stands for, he also meant the “David”
principle with which Porsche, as a small
automobile manufacturer, has been
able to keep up with the “Goliaths” of its
industry over the last 60 years. With
the quality seal “Made in Germany”, its
rejection of subsidies as well as its
sense of social responsibility toward its
employees and society, Porsche has
unflinchingly pursued its own path.
This includes Porsche’s step toward a
new future in September 2005: its majority holding in Volkswagen AG. With al-

Dr. Wendelin Wiedeking, Ferry Porsche
and the former Minister of BadenWürttemberg, Erwin Teufel (front left),
celebrate the production of the millionth
Porsche on 15/07/96
Ferry Porsche 1968 with a
911 2.0 Coupé

sions, by an average of 1.7 percent annually. With regard to engine performance, Porsche currently already ranks
among manufacturers with the lowest
CO2 emissions. And by 2012, the fuel
consumption in Porsche vehicles is going to be reduced by a further 20 percent – new innovative engine technologies and the hybrid drive for the
Cayenne and Panamera will make this
possible.
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Model range 2008 with 911 Turbo Cabriolet, Cayman S, Boxster and
Cayenne GTS (top).
Wolfgang Porsche, Dr. Wendelin Wiedeking and Holger P. Härter (front
left) at the Annual General Meeting of Porsche Automobil Holding SE

most 31 percent of the voting share
capital, Porsche is now the largest
shareholder in Volkswagen. During the
course of this year, its share will be increased to over 50 percent.
The goal of this path is clear: Under the
umbrella of Porsche Automobil Holding
SE, not only will growth for Porsche and
Volkswagen be ensured thanks to their
proven development and production
partnership over the decades, but also
the independence of both companies.
And the Chairman of the Board, Dr.
Wendelin Wiedeking promises that in
the anniversary year of the Porsche
sports car: “Porsche will remain
Porsche in the future. Just as Volkswagen will remain Volkswagen. That is the
recipe for success.”
Porsche Press Release
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Back to the Future:
From the “No. 1” to the Panamera
The first car to bear the Porsche name,
the 356 “No.1”, was manufactured 60
years ago. Porsche KG was relocated
from Stuttgart to Gmünd in Kärnten
(Austria) due to the Second World War –
and it was there that Ferry Porsche began the production of a two-seater
Roadster in July 1947 at a former
wood-processing factory. “My father’s
dream became reality”, says Dr. Wolfgang Porsche, now Chairman of the Supervisory Board at Porsche Automobil
Holding SE. The basis for the first
Porsche sports car was the Volkswagen developed by Professor Dr. Ing.
h.c. Ferdinand Porsche.
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turn from a prisoner of war camp. “It
was the pinnacle of my father’s carrier”,
said Wolfgang Porsche.
By 1950, 52 samples of the Porsche
356/2 available as Coupé and Cabriolet had been manufactured in Gmünd.
But the provisional production plants
left no room for further growth. The
managers of the company therefore decided to move back to Stuttgart in
1949.

The legendary “No. 1” of 1948

Production was started for Porsche
356 models equipped with steel plate
chassis in rented halls in March 1950.
Initially, the production goal was set at
a modest 100 vehicles per year. But
the success spurred Ferry Porsche on
to realize his vision of achieving “driving
at its most beautiful”: Just ten years
after the premiere, over 25,000 sports
cars had been produced and the goal
was to increase production of this vehicle model to 77,766 by 1965. In a matter of decades, Porsche sports cars
had become classics in the automobile
sector.

The chassis was completed in February
1948, for which a sleek Roadster body
from aluminium was made. As a test,
the Porsche 356 “No.1” took part in the
Innsbruck City Race on the 1st July
1948 and catapulted to the top of its
class. The small-series production of
the 356/2 model commenced in the
second half of 1948. As with the prototype “No. 1”, the Porsche 356/2 were
also given an aluminium chassis, designed by Erwin Komenda, head of
chassis development. The first sports
car from Porsche met with glowing
praise. Even Ferry Porsche’s father was
happy with the result: “I wouldn’t
change a single bolt”, he said on his re-

The 911 – the new sports car
concept
By the mid-1950s, Ferry Porsche was
certain: The technical advantage
afforded by the Porsche brand could
only be maintained by developing a
completely new construction. Ever
more saloons with even higher performance were closing in on the 356, based
on Volkswagen technology. When planning officially commenced in 1957, the
key data for the successor of the 356
defined by Ferry Porsche was already
set: The air-cooled Boxer rear engine
was to be kept, and the power and
smoothness of the sports car increased. The road-holding was also to
be improved and the vehicle interior

Porsche 356 Coupé from 1950 (top),
Monte Carlo rally 1953 (bottom)

and luggage compartment enlarged.
“The vehicle must be able to carry golf
clubs easily”, was the requirement stipulated by Ferry Porsche.
The design was the only point on which
the parties involved in the planning
could not agree. Following numerous internal and external studies, Ferdinand
Alexander, the eldest son of Ferry
Porsche, presented a highly promising
solution. However, his father decided
against the continued development of
the four-seater “T7” in favour of the
“T8” hatchback Coupé with 2+2 seating. Despite this decision, the 25-yearold Ferdinand Alexander Porsche set
the course for the development of the
new model, saying: “A good product
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Ferdinand Alexander Porsche 1963 with
the Porsche 901

must be discreet. Design is not fashion”. From 1962, development took
place under the project name “Type
901” – with the characteristics applied
for the 356, which are still at the heart
of Porsche developments to the present day: A sports car must be quick and
reliable, while being suitable for everyday use, socially acceptable and retaining value.
The frame and suspension were completely redesigned for the 901. Rack
and pinion steering in the front of the
vehicle was chosen for the benefit of
the luggage compartment, along with
space-saving wheel mountings based
on the McPherson principle. The engineers replaced the outdated floating
axle at the rear with a modern semitrailing arm axle. A newly designed unit
was also chosen for the drive. Under
the leadership of Ferdinand Piëch,
nephew of Ferry Porsche, an air-cooled
6-cylinder Boxer engine was created
with axial fan, dry sump lubrication and
two overhead camshafts. The engine
was characterized by its diversity and
was manufactured in its basic form until
1998.
Porsche presented the road-worthy
prototype of the 901 on the 12th September 1963 at the International Automobile Exhibition (IAA) in Frankfurt. The

same prototype was subjected to extensive tests in the following months
with glowing results. On 14th September 1964, the first series-production
901 rolled off the production line. In October, the model ready for series production was presented at the Paris Auto
Show. Shortly afterwards, however, the
sports car manufacturer from Stuttgart
was forced to change the name of the
model series. As the French manufacturer Peugeot owned the name rights
for three-digit numbers with the zero in
the middle, the 901 became the 911.
Three digits which were to become a
household name in the sector and go
down in history.
From the very beginning, Porsche succeeded in continuously raising the standard for fascination and driving performance with the 911. The 911 Targa
was released in 1965, impressing the
market as a “safety cabriolet” with its
fixed roll-over bar and removable softtop. In 1972/73, Porsche produced a
real high-performance sports car with
the 911 RS Carrera 2.7.
As a reduced-weight homologation vehicle for race sport, it is still regarded today as one of the most coveted models
in history. The next milestone in the
product history was the 911 Turbo, presented in October 1974 as a new top
The first 911 Targa, MY. 1967

60 Years of Porsche
Sports Cars –
Chronology
1948
The first sports car to bear the Porsche
name, the 356 “No. 1” receives on-road
approval in June.
1950
Porsche KG returns to Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen and begins series production
for the Porsche 356 in a rented hall.
1951
On 30th January, Professor Dr. Ing.
h.c. Ferdinand Porsche passes away in
Stuttgart. He is laid to rest in Zell am
See, Austria.
1953
The race car Porsche 550 Spyder
celebrates its debut run at the Paris
Auto Show.
1956
The 10,000th Porsche 356 is produced
in time for the 25th anniversary of the
company. The Porsche 550 A Spyder
is the overall winner for the first time at
the Targa Florio, billed as the racing
world championships.
1960
In its first racing season, the Porsche
718 RS 60 is the overall winner at
Targa Florio and the Sebring 12-hour
race.
1963
With the Porsche 356 C, Porsche
presents the final development stage
of the sports car which was legendary
even in the early days.
1964
The Porsche 911 presented in the previous year under the name “901”
enters series production. The Porsche
904 Carrera GTS takes the market by
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60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology

storm with its unique design and outstanding driving performance. Like the
911, the model was also designed by
Ferdinand Alexander Porsche.
1965
The Porsche 911 Targa is presented
as the “safety Cabriolet” and has been
in series production since 1966.
1967
Following the success of the Porsche
906 Carrera 6 in the previous year, the
team at the Zuffenhausen factory
scores a hat-trick with the Porsche 910
at the Targa Florio. Porsche achieves
its first overall win in the legendary
1,000 kilometre race at the Nürburgring track
1968
Porsche achieves its first overall win
in the Daytona 24-hour race with the
907-8, building on the major successes
of the previous year in the 1,000 kilometre race at the Nürburgring and Targa
Florio. In rally sport, Porsche secures
its first overall win with the 911 T at
the Monte Carlo Rally.
1969
The mid-engine sports car VW-Porsche
914 is presented at the IAA in Frankfurt.
In addition to the Monte Carlo Rally and
the Targa Florio, Porsche wins the
brand world championships for the first
time with the 908/02 and the new 917.
1970
With nine out of ten possible victories,
Porsche secures pole position in the
brand world championships once
again. Hans Herrmann and Dick
Attwood celebrate the first overall victory in the Porsche 917 at the Le Mans
24-hour race.
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911 Carrera RS 2.7 Coupé, MY. 1973
(top), Walter Röhrl, 1986 in the Porsche
959 (right), 911 Turbo 3.0 Coupé, MY.
1975 (bottom)

model. As the first series-production
sports car in the world with boost-pressure controlled turbo drive gear, the
911 Turbo was the fastest series-production car of its time. The 911 “G-Series” models with safety bumpers were
in production since 1973 and dominated the appearance of the series
through to the end of the 1980’s.
The 959 holds a unique status in the
evolutionary history of the 911. With
this model, Porsche showed competitors what was possible in the automobile industry in the 1980’s: Driven by a
450 hp Boxer engine with water-cooled
cylinder heads and biturbo sequential

turbo charging, the high-performance
sports car made exceeding the 300
km/h limit look like child’s play.
The electrically controlled suspension,
programme-controlled four-wheel-drive
and aerodynamic optimized chassis,
paved the path for future Porsche
sports car generations. The “King of
Porsche models”, first presented as a
“Group B” study in 1983, was produced
a total of 292 times between 1986 and
1988 and went down in automotive history as the perfect sports car.
The 911 is still going strong –
the ideas keep on coming
No car sets standards in technology
like the 911. “There’s always room for
improvement” is the motto of the
Porsche engineers, who have developed and improved a wide range of
sports cars of this model over 45
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years. And customers really appreciate
this approach and remain true to the
“911” family through all stages of evolution.
Although the end of production for the
“G Series” 911 Carrera and 911 Turbo
model in July 1989 marked the end of
an era, the new generation of the successful model was already waiting in
the wings. For the 25th anniversary of
the 911 in November 1988, Porsche
presented the four-wheel-drive Carrera
4. Highlights of the sports car known
as the 964 included the 3.6 litre engine, optimized aerodynamic chassis
with plastic front and rear trim and automatically extracting spoiler. During the
course of the model year 1990, the
911 Carrera 4 (964 model) and the
911 Carrera 2 (964 model) was available as Coupé, Targa and Cabriolet.
Porsche presented the third generation
of the impressively equipped 911 series in 1990 with the 911 Turbo (964
model), complete with traditional broad
chassis and large rear spoiler.

The history of the 911 models is made
up of a long succession of innovations.
The 911 Carrera 993 model celebrated
its world premiere in 1993 at the IAA in
Frankfurt, sporting the new aluminium
suspension, harmonious design and
3.6 litre Boxer engine with a range of
new features. The world premiere of
the 911 Carrera Cabriolet (993 model)
took place in 1994 at the Motor Show
in Detroit. The automatic transmission
system Tiptronic S with two rocker
switches on the steering wheel of the
911 Carrera provided a new Porsche
drive feeling from 1995 onwards. A further generation of the 911 Turbo (993
model) was presented in Geneva in
March 1995.
A highlight of the four-wheel drive super
sports car is the biturbo engine
equipped with exhaust control system
OBD II. In its time, the series-production
automobile drive produced the lowest
emission levels in the world. New features include the hollow-spoke alu911 Carrera 4S 3.6 Coupé, MY 1996

60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology
1971
The first departments move into the
new development centre in Weissach.
In motor sport, Porsche once again
dominates the Le Mans 24-hour race
and emerges victorious in the brand
world championships.
1972
With Ferry Porsche as Chairman of the
Supervisory Board, Porsche KG converts
to a PLC. The Porsche 911 Carrera RS
2.7 is launched as a sporty top model.
1973
“Dr. Ing h.c. F. Porsche AG” is entered
officially in the company register. The
911 “G Series” model with safety bumpers is presented. The Porsche
917/30 once again reigns supreme in
the Canadian/American CanAm race
series, following in the footsteps of its
predecessor 917/10, which won the
title in the previous year.
1974
With the 911 Turbo, Porsche presents
the first series sports car in the world
with exhaust-gas turbocharger and
boost pressure control at the Paris Auto
Show.
1975
Porsche produces the 924 – the first
front-engine sports car in transaxle design. Porsche is the first automobile
manufacturer to use hot-dip galvanized
sheet metal on the chassis.
1976
The Porsche race cars 935 and 936
are joint world champions in the brand
and sports car assessment.
1977
As the successor of the 911, the
Porsche 928 enters new terrain with
regard to technology and design. In ad-
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60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology

dition to the victory in the brand world
championships, Porsche wins the Le
Mans 24-hour race once again.
1981
The Porsche 944 with 163 hp fourcylinder engine is added to the transaxle
model range. Porsche celebrates its
50th anniversary with the overall
victory of the Porsche 936/81 in Le
Mans.
1982
With the 911 SC Cabriolet, Porsche
presents an open-top version of the
classic sports car. Porsche wins a
grand total of five team, manufacturer
and driver world championships
between 1982 and 1989 with the
956/962 models.
1984
The TAG turbo engine triumphs in the
McLaren Formula-1 race car MP4/2.
With a total of 25 Grand Prix victories
and three world championship titles
(Niki Lauda and Alain Prost), the Porsche
engine is the leading drive gear in
Formula 1 racing between 1984 and
1986. In addition to the brand world
championships, Porsche celebrates a
victory for the first time at the Paris–
Dakar Rally with the 911 Carrera 4x4.
1985
The high-performance sports car and
technological pioneer Porsche 959 is
presented at the IAA. From the biturbo
Boxer engine with water-cooled, fourvalve cylinder heads, through to the
electronically controlled suspension
and four-wheel-drive system or the
aerodynamic optimized chassis, the
Porsche 959 sets standards in the
field of automobile construction.
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Porsche 911 Carrera 4 Coupé (996)

minium wheel rims used for the first
time in series vehicle production. The
911 Carrera RS (993 model) offers a
pure sport feeling and outstanding performance weight with 300 hp and
1,270 Kilogram. These features are
only topped by the Porsche 911 GT2
(993 model) with 430 hp biturbo engine. After production was ceased for
the four-cylinder series 968 and eightcylinder series 928 at the end of model
year 1995, Porsche presented the 911
Carrera 4S (993 model) and 911 Targa
(993 model) in September 1995 as interesting alternatives in the classic
sports car sector. The “Targa” comes
with the innovative electric sunroof
which retracts behind the rear windscreen.
One year after the successful launch of
the Porsche Boxster, the new 911 Carrera (996 model) “Evolution 911” was
presented at the IAA in September
1997. The sport car is driven for the
first time by a water-cooled fourvalve/six-cylinder Boxer engine. The
design is an innovative interpretation of

the classic line of the 911 and is characterized by a low cd value of 0.30. In
Autumn, Porsche presented the 911
Carrera 4 (996 model) with permanent
four-wheel drive in Paris as a further dimension of the product campaign. In
addition to the choice between Coupé
and Cabriolet, enthusiasts can now also
choose between the manual 6-speed
gearbox and the five-speed Tiptronic S.
In early summer 1998, Porsche presented the 911 Cabriolet (996 model)
at the Geneva Auto Show – the first automobile in the world with side airbags
suitable for Cabriolets.
The 911 GT3 (996 model) wowed the
audience at the Geneva Auto Show as
the successor of the 911 Carrera RS
(993 model). The GT3 is a sporty niche
model with dry-sump lubrication and
separate oil tank and is also available
as a Club sport model for use on the
race track. The 911 Turbo (996
model), presented in 1999 at the IAA in
Frankfurt, was the first model in the
Porsche Turbo generation also avail-
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able with 5-gear Tiptronic S. Parallel to
this model, Porsche presented the
Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake
“PCCB” as the first of its kind in the
world. At the start of 2001, the company added a new top model to the
range with the 911 GT2 (996 model).
With an impressive 462 hp and 620
Newton meters, the 911 GT2 became
the most powerful series production
sports car manufactured by Porsche to
date.
The new 3.6 litre engine of the optimized 911 Carrera (996 model) has
been available since September 2001,
impressing the market with its variable
valve stroke and 320 hp performance.
The range was also expanded to include the four-wheel drive 911 Carrera
4S and the 911 Targa. A new model
range of the 911 GT3 was available to
purchase from dealers as of March.
The engine performance of the extreme sport model with the dominant
rear wing was increased to 381 hp
through increased speed. In late sum-

mer 2003, a Porsche 911 Turbo was
launched as a Cabriolet for the first
time since 1987. The Porsche 911
GT3 RS with on-road approval was also
available as a base for motor sport
events. The 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet
was launched in October 2003 as a further exclusive model for open-top driving. Porsche extended the product range
in the upper market segment in 2004
to include the 911 Turbo S Coupé and
911 Turbo S Cabriolet. The new “S”
model was characterized by the increased performance potential of the
engine and the standard ceramic brake
system PCCB.
The latest Porsche 911 Carrera generation was launched in July 2004. The
model series known at Porsche as the
“997 model” was initially available as
911 Carrera and 911 Carrera S. The
Cabriolet model launched the second
stage of the model campaign for the
now 6th 911 generation at the Detroit
Motor Show 2005. Both the Coupé and
the 911 Cabriolet are available as Car-

Porsche 911 Carrera S (997) on the acoustics test stand

60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology
1986
The Porsche 944 Turbo Cup is
launched as an environmentally-friendly
race series. Following the victory of the
Porsche 959 at the Pharaoh Rally in
the previous year, the success continues in 1986 at the Paris–Dakar Rally.
1988
In the 25th anniversary year of the 911,
Porsche presents the newly developed
911 Carrera 4 (964 model) with fourwheel-drive.
1989
The Porsche 911 Carrera is available
with the innovative automatic transmission “Tiptronic”. At the race in Mid
Ohio, the Italian driver Teo Fabi secures
the first CART victory for Porsche in
the Porsche Quaker State with March
chassis.
1990
Ferry Porsche is named Honorary Chairman of the Supervisory Board. Ferdinand
Alexander Porsche follows in the footsteps of his father and becomes the
Chairman of the Supervisory Board at
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG.
1991
Porsche is the first automobile manufacturer in Germany to equip all models
with a driver and passenger airbag as
standard. As the successor of the
Porsche 944, the Porsche 968 is available as Coupé and Cabriolet since late
summer 1991.
1992
Dr. Wendelin Wiedeking is speaker of
the Porsche Board of Directors. Based
on the concepts “Lean Production” and
“Lean Management”, new organization
and production procedures are introduced and fundamental changes made
to the hierarchy and process levels.
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60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology

1993
At the MotorShow in Detroit, Porsche
presents the study for an open Roadster
with Boxer mid-engine: the Boxster.
Porsche presents the completely
revised 911 Carrera (993 model) at
the IAA. Dr. Wiedeking is named Chairman of the Board of Porsche AG.
1995
With the exhaust control system OBD II,
the 911 Turbo becomes the series
vehicle with the lowest emission levels
in the world. In addition to the 911 Carrera 4S, the model range is expanded
to include the 911 Targa with electronic
sunroof. Short-run production of the
Porsche 911 GT2.
1996
The 1,000,000th Porsche is produced
as a 911 Carrera police car. After a
development period of just three and a
half years, production is started for the
mid-engine Roadster Boxster.
1997
Under the motto “Evolution 911”,
Porsche presents a new generation of
the 911 Carrera (996 model). The 911
series is driven by a water-cooled fourvalve/six-cylinder Boxer engine.
1998
Porsche celebrates a double victory in
Le Mans with the 911 GT1 and can
look back on a grand total of 16 overall
victories.
1999
Porsche expands the 911 to include
the sporty GT3 model. The Boxster S
is launched on the market as a highperformance version of the mid-engine
Roadster. The Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake (PCCB) is presented as a
world innovation.
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Porsche 911 Turbo (997)

rera and Carrera S. The 911 Carrera 4
and Carrera 4S have been part of the
model range since Autumn 2005.
Porsche presented the latest 911
Turbo (997 model) at the Geneva Auto
Show 2006. The latest top model of the
911 series is the first series vehicle
with petrol engine to be equipped with a
turbocharger with variable turbine
geometry (VTG). The new 911 GT3 was
also presented to the public in Geneva
parallel to the 911 Turbo.
The 3.6 litre aspirating engine can
reach a performance of 415 hp, which
corresponds to a specific litre performance of 115.3 hp. With these statistics,
the GT3 set a new standard for series
sports cars in its cubic capacity class
with aspirating engine and on-road approval. The 911 GT3 RS has been available on the market since October
2006. The GT3 model with reduced

weight of 1,375 kilograms served as a
base and homologation model for use
in numerous race car series. Porsche
presented two further 911 series models in November 2006 with the 911
Targa 4 and the 911 Targa 4S. The
most significant features of the two
four-wheel drive sports cars are the
large glass roof and the rear windscreen which can be opened as desired.
Porsche launched the new 911 Turbo
Cabriolet in September 2007. The outstanding 911 open-top model continued the 20-year tradition of the 911
Turbo with classic soft top. The 911
GT2 is the fastest, high-performance
Porsche 911 model with on-road approval and has been available on the
market since November 2007. The 3.6
litre Boxer engine with biturbo charger
offers 530 hp (390 kW) at 6,500 rpm.
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VW-Porsche 914-6, MY 1970

A VW-Porsche with mid-engine
Porsche and Volkswagen – a chapter in
itself. Professor Ferdinand Porsche invented the VW Beetle and his son Ferry
went on to continue the development
work for Volkswagen for several
decades. The most significant fruit of
this partnership was manufactured at
the end of the 1960s – the VW-Porsche
914. Ferry Porsche aimed to create a
sports car in a lower class than the 911
to appeal to younger buyers. Porsche
therefore developed a two-seater midengine car incorporating as many parts
as possible from Volkswagen series
production and a four and six cylinder
engine available from April 1969 from
“VW-Porsche-Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH”.
The engineers in Stuttgart faced a particularly difficult challenge when designing the new model. The 914 had to be
compatible with the Volkswagen sales
programme and recognizable as a
Porsche – without competing with the
established 911. For this reason, the
914 with its clear and simple lines was
met with some scepticism. The position
of the mid-engine was selected for
technical reasons. It enabled optimal
use of the limited space in the vehicle,
while ensuring the best possible weight
distribution with a low centre of gravity.
A further advantage was afforded by
the “crumple” zones at the front and

rear of the vehicle. In conjunction with
the integrated roll-over bar, these
zones became a convincing sales pitch
for the model. At a starting price of under 12,000 Deutsche Mark, the VWPorsche 914 became a bestseller and
was the best selling German sports car
at the start of the 1970s. By the end of
production in 1976, a total of 128,982
VW-Porsche 914 had been manufactured.
The transaxle era – the 928 as
“Car of the Year”
The Porsche 928 became the first
sports car to be awarded the title of
“Car of the Year” in 1978. And the creation of this vehicle is a story in itself.
Porsche was commissioned by Volkswagen to build a successor to the VWPorsche 914. The aim was to design a
new sports car with significantly lower
manufacturing, maintenance and replacement part costs than the Porsche
911 by using standard Volkswagen
products and parts. After the initial
drafts, the decision was made in favour
of the construction recommended by
Porsche, with a water-cooled four-cylinder front engine and transaxle drive on
the rear axle. The development project
“EA 425” was already in the preparation
stage for series production when Volkswagen AG terminated the project in

Porsche 924, MY. 1983

60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology

2000
Porsche presents a study of a high-performance car for the road at the Paris
Auto Show with the Carrera GT. The
ground-breaking ceremony is held for
a new Porsche factory in Leipzig.
2001
The 911 GT 2 takes its place at the top
of the Porsche sales programme. The
refined Porsche 911 Carrera receives
a 3.6 litre engine with variable valve
stroke. The 911 Carrera 4S and 911
Targa are available as new models.
2002
The sporty, off-road Cayenne utility
vehicle is presented as the third
Porsche series. The opening of the
Leipzig factory is celebrated and
production of the Cayenne begun.
The revised Porsche Boxster offers
increased power, along with reduced
consumption and exhaust values
due to VarioCam technology.
2003
Series production of the Porsche
Carrera GT begins in Leipzig. By 2006,
1,270 models of the super sports car
capable of speeds up to 330 km/h
were made. In addition to the new
Porsche GT3 and GT3 RS, the sales
programme was expanded still further
to include the 911 Turbo Cabriolet and
911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet.
2004
The sixth generation (997 model) of
the legendary sports car series is
launched as the 911 Carrera and 911
Carrera S. The second generation of
the Boxster is also presented.
2005
The 911 Carrera Cabriolet and the 911
Carrera S Cabriolet are introduced as
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60 Years of Porsche Sports Cars –
Chronology

additional models. The Porsche
Cayman S with six-cylinder Boxer midengine is presented at the IAA. The
model range is expanded to include
the 911 Carrera 4 and the 911 Carrera
4S as Coupé and Cabriolet. In September, Porsche announces the purchase
of shares in Volkswagen AG. With the
acquisition of over 20 percent of the
voting capital, Porsche becomes the
largest individual shareholder in the
Wolfsburg-based automobile company.
2006
In addition to the new 911 GT3, the
521 hp Porsche Cayenne Turbo S sets
a new record in the field of performance. The new 911 Turbo with biturbo
Boxer engine and variable turbine
geometry (VTG) is presented at the
Geneva Auto Show. A 245 hp Cayman
basic model is added to the Boxster
series. Further new additional include
the 911 GT3 RS, the 911 Targa 4 and
the 911 Targa 4S. The new models
Cayenne, Cayenne S and Cayenne
Turbo are offer reduced consumption
and more powerful engines with Direct
Fuel Injection. The sports prototype
Porsche RS Spyder wins a championship in class LMP2 in the American Le
Mans Series.
2007
Porsche presents the 911 Turbo Cabriolet as an open-top model in the 911
series. The 911 GT2 is launched as the
quickest, most powerful Porsche 911
with on-road approval. The Cayenne
GTS highlights the exceptional position
occupied by the successful series in
the sporty off-road vehicle segment.
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1975 due to model politics. But Porsche
was so confident in the quality of its
own development that the Stuttgart
company purchased the series-ready
construction and launched the sports
car in 1976 as the Porsche 924.
By using a wide range of components
from Volkswagen, the 924, assembled
at Audi in Neckarsulm, could be offered
for a basic price of 23,240 Deutsche
Mark. Due to the high level of demand
all over the world, production rose to
80 vehicles per day. By July 1976, the
beginner model represented 48% of the
vehicle turnover at the end of the business year. When production of the 924
S was terminated in 1988, a total of
150,684 vehicles had been produced
in this model. The design of the 924
with its transaxle construction and water-cooled four-cylinder front engine
was continued in the successor models
944 and 968 until 1995. A total of
325,231 vehicles were produced in
these four-cylinder series.
In 1977, these models were used as a
base to create the luxury travel sports
car 928. In addition to a V8 alloy en-

Porsche 928, MY. 1980

gine, aluminium suspension and
course-correcting “Weissach rear axle”,
the Porsche 928 also entered unchartered territory with regard to chassis
design. And the innovations paid off.
Experts praised the car and awarded
prizes. Demand among customers was
high. The 928 was produced a total of
61,056 times in its various forms by
1995.
Boxster and Cayman set new
standards
Even the experts at Porsche were surprised – the demand for the two-seater
Boxster was so high that 10,000 orders had already been placed before
Porsche 968 CS, MY. 1993
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The Porsche AG Supervisory Board
nominates Dr. Wolfgang Porsche as
the new Chairman. Porsche Automobil
Holding SE, Stuttgart, is entered in the
Company register at Stuttgart county
court in November.

Study for the Boxster, exhibited in 1993 in Detroit and Geneva

the start of sales. Porsche set new
standards in safety and performance
with this vehicle in the Roadster market
segment in 1996. The open-top mid-engine sports car with a design reminiscent of the legendary sports car model
550 Spyder was welcomed with open
arms by the media, dealers, importers
and customer from the offset. The
Boxster combines the dynamic driving
qualities of a sports car with complete
suitability for everyday use. The electronic kinematics enables rapid opening and closing of the soft-top roof in
just 12 seconds. The update of the
Boxster model series 986 saw an increased cubic capacity of 2.7 litres in
the base model and the 252 hp Boxster
S powered by a 3.2 litre unit. A second
generation of the Boxster was presented at the Paris Auto Show 2004
with the new Boxster and the Boxster S
(987 models). The Boxster series was
expanded in 2005 to include the
Porsche Cayman S and the Cayman in
2006 – a sporty mid-engine Coupé
priced between the Boxster model and
the 911 serie.

The Porsche Carrera GT –
a high-performance sports car
For readers of the German automotive
magazine “auto motor und sport”, the
model was the clear winner of the
“Sports Car of the Year” title. The readers voted the Carrera GT, which celebrated its world premiere in Geneva on
3rd March, 2003, as No. 1 in its category in a survey of “best cars” carried
out in 2004. The high-performance
sports car comes with a carbon-fibre
chassis and ten-cylinder aspirating engine based on pure race sport technology. The driving performance was as
extraordinary as the design. The CarCarrera GT in front of the factory in
Leipzig

The conversion to a Societas Europaea
(SE) is followed by the transfer of the
operative business to a 100 percent
subsidiary with the name Dr. Ing. h.c. F.
Porsche AG.
In the constituent meeting in July 2007,
the Porsche SE Supervisory Board
names Dr. Wendelin Wiedeking Chairman of the Board and appoints Financial Director Holger P. Härter as Vice
Chairman of the Board.
2008
The constituent meeting of the
Porsche Automobil Holding SE Works
Council takes place in January. Uwe
Hück, General Chairman of the Works
Council for Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG,
is appointed Chairman in March, the
Supervisory Board of Porsche Automobil Holding SE authorizes that the
shares in Volkswagen AG be increased
to over 50 percent.

Press release Porsche AG
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rera GT can accelerate from nought to
200 km/h in just 9.9 seconds and has a
top speed of 330 km/h.
The limited edition high-performance
sports car was manufactured in the
Porsche factory in Leipzig. The 612 hp
V10 aspirating engine came from the
engine factory in Zuffenhausen. When
production was terminated in 2006, a
total of 1,270 Carrera GTs had been
produced. The model was launched on
28th September 2000 at the Paris Auto
Show as a close-to-production study.
The Porsche Cayenne –
conquering new terrain
Guests at the official opening celebration of “Porsche Leipzig GmbH” met
with a surprise. Former German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder tightened the
last bolt and Chairman of the Board Dr.
Wendelin Wiedeking presented the
sporty off-road Cayenne on 20th August 2002 in Leipzig – even before the
world premiere at the Paris Auto Show.
Porsche entered unchartered territory

Porsche Cayenne GTS

Porsche Cayman S as Porsche Design Edition 1

with the off-road Cayenne and the approach paid off. The Cayenne proved
its sporty qualities yet again in 2007. At
the Transsyberia Rally three Porsche
Cayenne S Transsyberia came in pole
position on 7,100 kilometres of one of
the hardest off-road marathons in the
world. Seven Porsche Cayenne S came
in among the top ten.

The model series created in cooperation with Volkswagen from the eightcylinder Cayenne S and Cayenne Turbo
was launched in 2002 and a six-cylinder
model added in 2003. 2006 saw the
launch of the 521 hp Cayenne Turbo S.
Porsche AG presented the second generation four years later in December
2006. The new models Cayenne,
Cayenne S and Cayenne Turbo are
equipped with low-consumption, highperformance engines with Direct Fuel
Injection (DFI). The Porsche Active Suspension Management (PASM) can be
upgraded to the new Porsche Dynamic
Chassis Control used for the first time

Special model Boxster RS 60 Spyder
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in Porsche vehicles. With the GTS,
Porsche added a particularly sporty
model to the Cayenne family at the end
of 2007. The new model was characterized by a special suspension and a
405 hp eight-cylinder aspirating engine
with Direct Fuel Injection.
By the end of the decade, Porsche
aimed to offer a version of the sporty
off-road Cayenne with hybrid engine. In
the Cayenne Hybrid, the 6-cylinder
spark-ignition engine with Direct Fuel Injection (DFI) is combined with an electrical machine. Porsche introduced a
number of additional measures to
achieve a consumption of 8.9 litres per
100 kilometres in the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC) by the market
launch.
Panamera –
The name of the future
The next milestone for Porsche is
scheduled for 2009 with the launch of
the four-door Gran Turismo Panamera.
In August 2005, the Supervisory Board
and Board of Directors at Porsche AG
decided to develop and produce this
fourth series. Like the Cayenne, the
Panamera will be manufactured in the
Leipzig factory. Alongside the significant expansion of the production capacities, around 600 new jobs will be
created in the Leipzig factory. In the
Zuffenhausen and Weissach plants,
around 400 jobs will be created by
2009.

The latest 911 Carrera and Carrera S models

viding a comfortable and relaxed driving feel with the option of high speeds if
desired. The elegant, modern cockpit
in high-quality material is designed to
offer the driver the sporty, distinctive
driving dynamics characteristic of
Porsche.

tried-and-tested drive concepts. A hybrid version may follow in the future depending on the market situation.

Press release Porsche AG

The new Gran Turismo Panamera will
celebrate its world premiere in 2009
and will be launched initially with the
Porsche Panamera with hybrid engine

The wide, flat chassis of the Panamera
give both a dynamic and compact overall impression. The generous space in
the vehicle also offers a completely
new feeling of space. The two comfortably positioned sporty seats in the front
of the vehicle offer adult passengers a
unique freedom in the head area, pro-
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Weissach

Bride of the Wind:
Test Dummy Susi Loves to Feel the Wind on Her Face
The aerodynamic wind-tunnel experts have a new colleague. Her mission: to take her
chances against the wind in a Cabriolet.
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Please take a seat. Susi is carried to her workplace in the wind tunnel in Weissach

Storm alert once again in the wind tunnel at the development centre in Weissach. Gusts of wind rush over the
Porsche 911 Turbo at 150 km/h. But
the new colleague sits in the vehicle
and lets the wind flow over her with stoical calmness. Susi can take it. And she
also has the sensitive approach necessary to provide the aerodynamic experts with precise data.
“We have fitted Susi with 26 sensors”,
says Michael Preiss, Head of Aerodynamic Development at Porsche. Based

on the measurements recorded by
these sensors, reproducible figures are
collected relating to the level of wind
force passengers are subjected to in an
open-top Porsche. Eleven of these airspeed measurement points are fitted
with two balls, the second of which is
heated. The current strength required
to retain the temperature can be used
as a gauge to determine the air-current
force experienced by the Cabriolet
driver. The level of turbulence can be
measured using the 15 small pressure
sensors.

Susi has quite a prickly appearance.
And her name stands for the German
phrase “System zur Untersuchung von
Strömungsphänomenen im Innenraum”
(system for assessing turbulence in the
vehicle interior).
The idea of creating an artificial yet reliable test person has been in discussion
in the Weissach Aerodynamics team for
a long time. In the past when people
were invited to comparison tests, participants would often deliver different
results under the same conditions on
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different days. These were not optimal
conditions for the engineers in Weissach, who needed objective data on
which to base their work.

frame of the vehicle and forms a
“transient wake vortex” from flowing
between the seats and the side wall.
The larger the windbreak, the lower the
turbulence. But the risk of banging
noises increases. Larger bearings are
required. “It is possible to conduct an
objective assessment of the effect a
two-centimetre windbreak has”, says
Preiss.

Before Susi could take over her turbulent new job, standard values and limit
values for had to be defined for comfortable driving in the Cabriolet. To define these values, numerous test candidates were asked to sit in the vehicle
and subjected to the air current in the
wind tunnel. They then had to enter
their perceptions both with and without
windbreak in a list which was then assessed by the experts. “We are sure
that we have found the correct formula
for comfortable driving in the vehicle”,
says Preiss.

The results in the 911 Cabriolet prove
that the work of the aerodynamics team
has paid off. The windbreak only permits minimal turbulence in the open-top
Porsche classic compared with competitors. Susi, who would never dream
of wearing a hair net, is “living” proof
that it works.

The windbreak plays an essential role in
ensuring the required level of comfort
in the Cabriolet. It prevents the air current which breaks away from the roof

Susi is currently only used in the wind
tunnel. Contrary to travelling in the
open air, where wind can blow from all
directions, air currents in the wind tun-

The next test is on its way. In future, Susi will also be used for measurements in the
Targa and vehicles with a sliding sunroof
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nel are easier to recreate with directed
air current. “We have since developed
the system to enable us to use Susi on
the road – as a passenger at least”, says
Preiss. A power supply installed in Susi’s
stomach area works with the vehicle’s
the on-board 12 volt power supply.
Despite her long, black eyelashes, the
doll is not destined for shop windows.
Because Susi is no lower torso. “Her
legs are left behind in the store room”,
says Preiss. But at some point, these
too will be fitted with sensors. “Then we
can measure the effect the air current
has on the legs”. But that is a project
for the future. First of all, the system
will be refined so that Susi also delivers
reliable results for the Targa or sports
cars with a sliding sunroof. Susi is
ready to brave the next storm alert.

Carrera Edition 3/2008
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Historical Archive

Preparations for the Big Move:
The History of Porsche is Two Kilometres Long

Order is essential: Dieter Landenberger pulls out all the stops

Colleagues in the historical archive have to sit on packaged
boxes. They are due to move into the new Porsche Museum
at the end of the year.
The history of the company can be
measured. During the preparations for
the move, the measuring rule has become one of the most essential working utensils. The employees in the historical archive work metre-by-metre
through the 2.40 metre high rows of
shelves taking measurements with the
trusty rule. The data is then entered
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meticulously into a list. When the inventory is complete, the general records
plan covers eleven DIN-A4 sides. Under
the table, the actual figure is an impressive: 1,175 running meters. “We have
our own currency”, says Dieter Landenberger, Head of the Porsche Historical
Archive, and explains that the overall
figure has increased to almost 2 kilo-

metres following the reorganization and
combination of different parts of the
archives and relocated stock.
This is the figure planned and measured
for in the move and the subsequent
space requirements for the archive
quarters in the new museum. The entire
furniture from the showcase and 59
steel cupboards right through to the
five safe boxes are meticulously
planned based on these figures. All parties involved know that the move is no
easy task.
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“An Innovation in
the Sector”

History well in hand: Jens Torner, motor sport specialist and responsible
for the picture archive

The employees in the Porsche Archive
only have to look out of the window to
feel excitement in the lead up to the
move into the new museum. The employees can follow the progress made
on their new workplace from the old
building in Schützenbühlstraße. The
preparations for the move have been
underway for almost one-and-a-half
years and are now almost complete.
Landenberger: “We’re ready for the
move.” The Porsche Archive is not only
moving to a new home, but is also being given a new look (see the box on the

right). The move is also being used as a
chance to make structural changes.
“The archive has grown considerably
over the past few years. Material relating to the same topics was stored in different locations due to space problems”, says Landenberger. “We now
have the chance to combine things together logically.”
Around 3,500 boxes will dominate the
appearance of the Porsche Archive.
The special laminate surface of the
boxes will protect their contents from

Bright and open – the Historical Archive
will have a completely new look after
the move. “Our transparency when
dealing with history is clear at the very
first glance”, states Dieter Landenberger. For the Manager of the Historical Archive, one thing is clear: "”Our visual archive is the first of its kind in the
sector.”
The impressive library and large user
room can be seen from three sides
through glass walls. The new museum
will be the centre of expertise for the
entire history of the Porsche company.
In addition to the exhibition and the Historical Archive, the Porsche Museum
Workshop is also located on the ground
floor, responsible for the restoration
and repair of historical museum and
customer vehicles. Here, visitors will be
able to get an idea of the wealth of specialization employed by the Porsche
brand when dealing with the cultural
commodity automobiles.
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Movement is the key to success: Dieter Gross, responsible for moving images and documentation

light, moisture, dust, mould and acids.
But hard manual labour is required to
turn this into reality. The pre-scored
sheet is folded into a 27 centimetre
wide, 38 centimetre deep and eleven
centimetre high box. The boxes come
in three colours: red for company documentation, products and racing history,
blue for press releases, media resource analysis and press reviews and
gray for the brochure archive. Each
container is carefully labelled. The code
is linked to the content in the database
and can be accessed at any time. But
the appearance must be perfect as well
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as the organization. Many of the
coloured boxes will be visible to visitors
when the museum opens.
The removal company employees, who
will be transporting furniture and heavy
objects along Schwieberdinger Straße
at the end of the year need to get stuck
in and pay attention. Detailed plans and
numbered boxes tell them exactly
where they should be positioned in the
new archive building. And there is also
room for growth. Many boxes are already being planned in for the material
expected to flow in relating to the forth

serie Panamera. And a wealth of information is also stored in numerous folders, as was discovered recently during
the inventory carried out for all documents submitted by the former
Porsche racing engineer Norbert
Singer. This motor sport archive alone
contains a total of 1,338 folders. In
archive currency, this means: an additional 130 running meters of Porsche
knowledge.
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1954, practically every poster, countless reels of film from eight millimetres
right through to HDTV, over 2,000
DVDs, image material and brochures,
advertising brochures, material on the
early history of Porsche with correspondence from Ferdinand Porsche, a
wealth of model cars, extensive advertisement material and technical documentation. The data sheets for all 356
models alone (around 78,000 vehicles)
fill five cupboards. The fountain of
knowledge is rounded off by a library
containing over 3,000 automobile
books
In addition to the internal Porsche specialist departments, the Historical
Archive is available to journalists and
scientists, as well as Porsche customers by appointment. All users of the
Historical Archive are helped in their
search for the answer to their specific
question (several thousand enquires
are received each year) by Porsche
Archive employees. And this will not
change after the move.

Facts and Figures
on the Historical
Archive
Dieter Landenberger is fond of telling a
particular joke about a British gardener
who, when asked to share his secret of
how he makes his grass so beautiful answers, “mowing and watering over 200
years.” The same approach can also be
applied to a successful company
archive, says the Manager of the
Porsche Historical Archive. The archive
is a service provider, preparing and
making history accessible. Historical
topics relating to the brand are also actively communicated in books and
press releases as a part of our public
relations work.
The Historical Archive is made up of
three major areas: product history (series and race cars, studies, in-house

and outsourced development), company history (information and documents relating to Porsche AG, subsidiary companies, shareholding companies) and the media archive
(pictures, films, sound recordings). An
ever-growing amount of the content is
saved in digital form on man-high
server.
With over 2.5 million photos, Porsche
boasts one of the largest picture
archives in the automobile sector. The
numerous cupboards are also home to
around 1,000 hours of film material.
The list containing the most important
content of the archives makes impressive reading. Over 8,000 press releases, every calendar made since

Manager of the Historical Archive, Dieter Landenberger, is available to answer any enquiries. He can be reached
by phone on +49 711 911 25985.
Other members of the Historical
Archive team in Zuffenhausen include
Yvonne Knotek (reception, brochures,
posters), Jens Torner (picture archive,
motor sport archive) and Dieter Gross
(film archive, documentation, company
history).

Carrera 3/2008
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2. Events Calendar

Porsche Club 924/944/968
France –
Happy Birthday 944!

competitions. There will be a technology workshop, driver trainings in
Porsche vehicles and a Porsche Parade through the city centre.

Club Porsche 924/944/968 France invites you to the second “Les Birthdays
Porsche” event. This time, the event
will be held to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Porsche 944. The
event will take place on Saturday, 13th
September, 2008 in Montereau-FaultYonne at Département Seine-et-Marne,
in the Île-de-France region.

The Porsche Club Porsche 924/944/
968 France is looking forward to welcome you!

There will be an extra event area for all
944 models: 944 first series models,
944 second series models, 944 2,7,
944 S, 944 S2, 944 S2 Cabriolet, 944
Turbo Cabriolet, 944 Turbo (220), 944
Turbo (250), 944 Turbo Cabriolet, 944
Turbo Cup (race model).
A VIP area will also be reserved for rare
vehicles (we are currently expecting a
924 Carrera GT, a 944 Turbo Cup, a
968 Turbo S, 911 2.7 RS, 914-6, and
several Porsche 356).
“Porsche Classic” will also be present
with its own stand, as will several
Porsche Clubs and accessories
providers. The spectrum on offer will
range from specialist books, clothing,
model vehicles, parts lists and care
products right through to vintage car
radios.
Race driver Michel Noury will present
four of his Porsche competition models. The Club’s Porsche 924 Cup will
also be presented on a separate stand.
The event will be rounded off with various highlights, including a wide variety
of interesting interviews and numerous
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Registration on the Club website:
www.924-944-968-porscheclub.fr
E-mail: birthdays944@orange.fr
Tel.: +33 (0)6 75 66 99 10

Porsche Club Rhein-Main –
Driving Event at Nürburgring
Porsche Club Rhein-Main has rented the
Grand Prix track at the Nürburgring
race track for an open driving training
on Friday 1st August.
Duration: from 6pm to 8pm.
Cost per vehicle: 150.00 Euro
For more information and to enter,
contact:
Andreas Bauer
Porsche Club Rhein-Main
kfp-bad-homburg@t-online.de
Tel.: +49 (0)172 6898147

A 100-METER DASH
ISN’T RUN IN OLD FLIP-FLOPS, EITHER.

The Porsche Cayenne is a versatile performer – on every type of terrain. The more the driver demands from the car,
the more it’s in its element. Thanks to the Michelin Latitude series, the same applies for the tyres. For the new
Porsche Cayenne, Michelin has developed some new tyres with modest rolling resistance and therefore better fuel
economy without any compromise in the performances. This is the reason why it can bear the N-designation – the
sign of Porsche quality.
www.michelin.com

Improved performance from the new Cayenne…
and from the tires

The MICHELIN Latitude Sport

The MICHELIN Latitude Tour HP

You want a new sporty tire:
the summer specialist MICHELIN Latitude Sport

There is now a new tire option:
the all-season specialist MICHELIN Latitude Tour HP

Ideal driving experience – spring, summer, autumn
Pleasant side effects:
• shorter breaking distance
• lower fuel consumption
Sizes and designations:
255/55 R18 Latitude Sport N0
275/45 R19 Latitude Sport N0
295/35 R21 Latitude Sport N0

Ideal grip – even when it is not summer
Pleasant side effects:
• more driving comfort
• less wear

Sizes and designations:
255/55 R18 Latitude Tour HP N0
275/45 R19 Latitude Tour HP N0
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3. Information Exchange
Porsche Tequipment –
Accessories for Individual Design
Transport with System

Protection: the boot tub is waterproof
and acid-resistant

Sporty: up to three bicycle holders can
be mounted on the Cayenne

It’s much more than pure driving pleasure that attracts people to the Porsche
Cayenne. Its outstanding driving dynamics and generous space make the
model the perfect companion for sport
and free-time activities. And not just for
transporting masses of luggage on a
family holiday.

The Porsche Tequipment offers a wide
range of intelligent transport systems.
The bike holder with lock function, for
example, can transport all current bicycle models (including children’s bicycles) with wheel diameters of up to 85
millimetres. Up to three bicycle holders
can be mounted next to each other on
the Cayenne.
The luggage compartment management system for the boot includes a rail
system in the floor with integrated,
moveable elements for securing the

Effective: the luggage compartment management system and separating grid
guarantee improved safety during transportation

load. As an alternative to this fixture,
Porsche also offers the full-surface separating grid behind the rear seats acting as an effective steel restraint system. It offers protection for passengers
and is enhanced with the multi-purpose
grid which can be set in three different
positions to separate the luggage compartment. The ice box with 12 volt connection is equipped with a patented fastening system for safe transportation.
The floor tub is available in both a flat
and a high version. It guarantees precise fit and can be wiped down. The
floor tub also protects the floor and
side panels of the luggage compartment from soiling and damage.

Practical: The ice box with 12 volt connection and a volume of 12 litres

Further information about the entire Porsche Tequipment product range and the current Tequipment catalogues
are available from your Porsche partner or on the Internet at www.porsche.com. At this address, you can also visit
our Porsche Design Driver’s Selection online shop, where you will find a range of selected Tequipment products.
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4. Management
The New Porsche Club Handbook

Knowledge that Unites
Dear Porsche Club Presidents,
Dear Porsche Sales Partners,
The Porsche Club Handbook has been extensively revised to
include a wide range of new topics and is now available in digital form.
The Club Handbook will continue to act as an extensive and
detailed compilation of all issues relating to Club activities. It
is also a useful aid for all important topics which may arise in
a Porsche Club – from creating printed material or homepage
through to organisational support during Club activities.
It also outlines the areas of responsibility and expertise offered by the Porsche Club Coordination, provides information
on all relevant issues connected to the incorporation and integration of Club activities in dealer activities, as well as the
various opportunities open to sales companies.
You will find the familiar Club Handbook content, along with a
range of completely new aspects. This edition includes additional topics such as the legal situation with regard to unofficial clubs or the new Outdoor Event Kit. A particular focus
can be found in the chapter “Porsche Club Sport” and
“Porsche Sports Cup” with the internationalization of this
Porsche race series. In the chapter “Acquiring sponsors for
Porsche Clubs” you will find helpful tips for attracting and
dealing with sponsors.
The Porsche Club Coordination Team always aims to keep
you up-to-date with the latest information. We have therefore
made each chapter of the Club Handbook available in digital
form as a PDF. Porsche Club Presidents and the Porsche AG
markets will receive the Club Handbook from Porsche Club
Coordination in a circular E-mail when it is complete. The latest version can also be downloaded from the Porsche Club
Coordination homepage. The homepage also includes an upto-date address list for all Clubs worldwide, along with the
dealer organization.
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In response to the continued international expansion of the
Club community and the established “Club language” English, we have decided to focus on two languages. This edition of the Club Handbook will therefore only appear in German and English. You can, of course, have the Handbook
translated into your local language for your market at your
own cost.
At www.porsche.com, > Country selection > Motorsport
and Events > Porsche Clubs you will find the option > Club
Management. As of August 2008, you can download the
latest version of the Club Handbook here.
As we can now update the Club Handbook at any time, we
look forward to your input in the form of comments and/or
suggestions for improvement.

Your Worldwide Porsche Club Coordination Team
Sandra Mayr
Alexander E. Klein
Anne Philipp
Mathias Menner
Paul Gregor
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5. Reports
Porsche Club Singapore

20th Anniversary of Porsche Club Singapore at the
Porsche Pit Stop Singapore
In one single unique event underscoring
Porsche’s unparalleled motorsports
heritage, the Porsche Pit Stop Singapore brought together Porsche Asia Pacific, Porsche Centre Singapore and
the Porsche Club Singapore for a very
special three-fold celebration.
The day kicked off with the official
Porsche Carrera Cup Asia Season and
media launch, that was hosted in Singapore for the first time in line with the announcement of Porsche Carrera Cup
Asia’s participation as a support race to
the 2008 Formula 1™ SingTel Singapore Grand Prix. The new partnership
with the financial service provider DBS
and project development company SC
Global was also announced. More than
80 local and international media teams
followed this special event and broadcast it throughout Asia.
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Porsche Club Singapore also celebrated in 20th anniversary during the
Pit Stop event. And in addition, the
brand new Porsche Cayenne GTS and
the 2008 version of the 911 GT3 Cup
were unveiled by Guest-of-Honour, Min-

The participants and their 119 Porsche
just before the start of the Porsche
Commemorative Drive
Presentation of the Porsche Classics at
the historical site of the Singapore
Cricket Club
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ister of State for Trade and Industry, Mr
S. Iswaran and Mr Karsono Kwee, Executive Chairman of Stuttgart Auto, the official Porsche importer in Singapore.
The fascinating programme at the historical Singapore Cricket Club, right
next to the Marina Bay Street Circuit, included the first Porsche Commemorative Drive and a Porsche Kids Driving
School (PKDS), teaching basic road
safety rules to children aged five and
above and giving them the opportunity
to put their newly acquired knowledge
to the test in Porsche pedal cars.
The Porsche Commemorative Drive
comprised of 119 classic and contemporary Porsche cars, including a Carrera GT, a 911 GT3 RSR and the
Cayenne S Transsyberia which were on
display at the driveway of the Grand Hyatt Singapore before joining the convoy
at Orchard Road. The remaining convoy
flagged-off from Dempsey Road public
car park, cruising along Orchard Road
before making a spectacular ‘Pit Stop’
at the Singapore Cricket Club where
visitors enjoyed the stunning view of
the fleet. More than 500 Porsche enthusiasts and invited guests enjoyed refreshments, found out more about the
offers available from Porsche Design
Driver’s Selection and tried their luck on
the Mobil1 race simulator.

Porsche Club Singapore
President: Howard Delaney
Tel.: +65 (0) 96 33 7906
E-mail: howard@porscheclub.org.sg

Porsche Club Singapore is presented with an anniversary gift by Karsono Kwee,
Manager of Porsche Centre Singapore, and Christer Ekberg, Managing Director of
Porsche Asia Pacific to Howard Delaney (centre), President of Porsche Club
Singapore

Unveiling of the new Cayenne GTS by Karsono Kwee and guest of honour
S. Iswaran, Minister for Trade and Industry

Even in the midst of the celebrations,
the less fortunate weren’t forgotten.
The manager of Porsche Centre Singapore, Mr. Karsono Kwee, made two donations to children-related beneficiaries
on this very special day – a S$50,000
donation to the Straits Times Pocket
Money Fund and another S$50,000 donation to the Mainly I Love Kids
(M.I.L.K.) Fund.
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Porsche Club Estonia

Success Right from the Starting Line:
Season Opening for Porsche Club Estonia
Porsche Club Estonia holds three major
events each year: The season opening
event in April, an international Track
Day in August and an end-of-season
event in October or November. The
Club also takes part in “Multiple Track
Days”, an annual Topspeed competition
held at an airfield, and usually also
takes a trip to a Porsche factory with its
own Porsche vehicles – Uusikaupunki
factory is only 300 km away, Leipzig is
1,700 km away and Zuffenhausen is
2,100 km away.
This year’s opening event began with
making a lovely Porsche photo in the
yard of the Estonian National Art Museum. We arranged 55 Porsche vehicles in a pre-defined colour order. The
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photo turned out better than we had expected – the only alternation was that a
Carrera GT had originally been planned
for the first row instead of a 911 GT3

RS. Unfortunately, the car didn’t arrive
from customer services on time. So almost every sixth Porsche in Estonia
can be seen in the photo!
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After the photoshooting, we drove to
the Tapa military aircraft field to take
part in a type of competition which was
completely new to us. Participants had
to brake and turn around on a 400 meter mark, the left to the left and the
right to the right, and drive back again.
For the general safety of all participants the finish was set as a stop-finish.
This meant that the participants had to
cross the starting line with their front
wheels, but not with the rear ones. If
the rear wheels of the vehicle crossed
the start line, the participants had to reverse.

Porsche Club Estonia
President: James Herne
Tel.: + 372 (0)56 911 911
Fax: + 372 (0)645 9770
E-mail: james.herne@porsche-club.ee

We had never organized this type of
competition at our events before, but it
turned out to be a resounding success.
Many participants asked us to hold the
competition again as soon as possible.
And the enthusiasm was shared by the
spectators who were able to watch the
proceeding right up close from one location.
The next competition was a four-hour
orientation rally to Lake Peipus, which
ended at a hotel. The evening concluded with a gala dinner, a Porsche
quiz and the presentation of the Club
video. New members were also welcomed.
The strongest among us went to sleep
at 5.30 in the morning. It was a complete Porsche-weekend!

James Herne, President
Rainer Karupoeg, Vice President
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Porsche Club of America

My Grandpa Says …
(a little report from a big fan)
The Porsche 911 has a long lasting,
loyal fan community. As my Dad said,
“No other car can make you feel like
you’re flying.” The latest Porsche slogan is “There is no substitute.” Whenever I’ve ridden in my Grandpa’s
Porsche 911 I’ve always felt excited,
happy, and cool, very, very cool.

was later changed to 911. The 911 is
still made today and has held onto its
classic look throughout the years.
Grandpa says, the Porsche 911 is
called the most coveted, high-performance sports car in the world.

Grandpa says that Porsche cars are
still made by the family of the man who
designed the Volkswagen Beetle, Prof.
Ferdinand Porsche. And that the
Porsche factory is still in the same town
in Germany. The town is called
“Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen” and “Stuttgart”
can be seen on the crest attached to all
Porsche hoods.

Grandpa is a member of the South East
Michigan Region of the Porsche Club of
America. And the Club holds a race at
the Gingerman Raceway in South Haven
each year. Participants compete
against each other over two days. My
Grandpa drives his Porsche 911 as the
Pace Car because Grandma will not allow him to turn it into an actual racecar.
That’s what his Porsche 924 is for.
Grandpa is a real big fan.

The first Porsche 911 model was built
in 1963 and was called 901. The name

In the United States, when pronouncing
Porsche you can always tell if someone

Look how cool I am sitting in my Grandpa's Porsche!
One day it will be mine (I hope) !

Porsche Club of America
Executive Director: Vu Nguyen
Tel.: +1 703 321 21 11
E-mail: vun@pca.org

is a true fan by the way they say the
name: “Porsha” – true fan, “Porsh” –
not a true fan. I always used to think
that Porsche meant “Poor Chevrolet”.
Grandpa was not happy about that and
he corrected me so I would not make
the same mistake again. Mom still
laughs about it.
I love my Grandpa’s Porsche 911 and
when I’m grown-up I’m sure he’ll let me
drive it.
Stephen and Gary Ambrus

Grandpa in his Porsche 911 in
Waterford, MI during Drivers Ed

Grandma and I sitting in “our” pace car
watching the race
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6. Classic Reports
Porsche Club Méditerranée

The „Fête des Classics“:
Classics on a “Pleasure Drive”
“It is better to lose yourself in
passion than to lose your passion”
Denis Robert

Around 30 Porsche fans had gathered
even before celebrations started on
Saturday. After a somewhat rainy start
at Ansouis, a (dry) visit to the little village of Lourmarin and the Château de
Lourmarin, followed by an appetizer at
Forbin de Janson, we enjoyed our
evening meal at “l’Olivier”.
Once it had stopped raining, the celebrations began on Sunday morning at
Château de La Tour d’Aigues. We welcomed the participants from 9am onwards: eleven 356 models, including a
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Speedster, a Roadster and two Cabriolets (Porsche Club 356 helped organize
the event), two 914, four 924, one Carrera GT, one 944 Turbo Cup, one 912,
fourteen 928, eleven classic 911, including the 911 RS winner of the Tour
de France Auto and 22 Porsche 911
“young timers”, including a Speedster.
All vehicles were positioned in front of
the castle between 9am and 11pm.
Many of the admiring spectators
watched the fascinating vehicles as
their paint glistening in the provincial
sun. A car park full of classic Porsche
vehicles could certainly never be described as dull. It was bursting with the
colour and vibrancy of life. Every participant received gifts: a rally plaque (donated by Porsche Centre Marseille), a Tshirt, a fountain pen and a bag.

At 11am, the participants set off to the
circuit in bright sunshine. The vehicles
set off in three groups on the 95 km
long journey at 15 minute intervals:
from Cucuron, Lourmarin, Bonnieux,
Saignon, Auribeau, Cerestre, La
Bastide des Jourdans to Grambois.
On arrival at the Château de Prévallon,
the Porsche were divided into categories and everyone marvelled at the
sight.
Around 15 Porsche 993, 996 and 997
owners joined us for a picnic held at the
Château. The company Ricard treated
everyone with a welcome drink. At 2pm
it was time to set the tables or set up a
picnic spot on the grass. Visitors who
had brought their own food were
spared the long queues. Those who
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hadn’t had to wait patiently until it was
their turn to collect their meal from the
buffet. The barbequed delicacies were
a runaway hit. Visitors had the opportunity to taste products from Forbin de
Janson and a free tombola was organized with a chance to win six magnums
of Coteaux du Luberon. The celebrations ended at 5pm when the participants departed.
We are extremely satisfied with how the
event went: In 2007, 42 classic
Porsche took part in the event. This
year it was 66 Porsche. Lets hope that
the number rises to 100 next year. (after all, over 80 members of the Club
own at least one Porsche classic).
We would like to thank all participants,
the regional government for its help
and in particular the mayor and vice
president of Bastidonne, as well as the
mayor of La Tour d’Aigues and Lourmarin for providing us with so many
parking spaces. We would also like to
thank Porsche Centre Marseille, the
company Ricard and the Bovis family
for their warm welcome at Château de
Prévallon.
We promise to meet again next year in
Luberon for the third “Fête Porsche
Classic”.
Porsche Club Méditerranée
President: Jean-Paul Viala
Tel.: + 33 (0) 467 69 4892
Fax: + 33 (0) 467 69 4892
E-mail:
mediterranee@porscheclub.fr
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